Shirts for Students
All shirts must be appropriately fitted and worn in good taste.
- Collared golf shirts, dress shirts, turtleneck, ¼ zip Northface© style, Full-Zip Northface© style.
- All solid colored shirts.

Not Acceptable:
- Tank tops, T-shirts, thin strapped tops, tube tops, Henley shirts;
- Mesh, sheer, denim, and denim-like material;
- Fish-net styles, and clothing which exposes the back, chest, shoulders or midriff;
- Stripes or patterns.

Sweaters and Sweatshirts
All sweaters and sweatshirts must be fitted appropriately and be worn in good taste.
- Crew-necked, V-necked, cardigans over collared shirts or turtleneck;
- ¼ zip and Full Zip do not require a collar to be worn underneath;
- Hoodies and sweatshirts should be of solid color and or spirit gear;
- Any SOLID color.

Not Acceptable:
- Coats, hats, gloves and any type of outdoor wear may not be worn in the classrooms, hallways, or the cafeteria during the regular school day.
- Sheer, denim, and denim-like material.

Spirit Wear
All Middle Township Spirit Wear is NOW acceptable, with the following exceptions:
No Sweatpants, No Hats, No Coats, No Head Gear/Athletic Gear

Pants, Shorts, Skirts, and Dresses
All pants, shorts, skirts, and dresses must be fitted appropriately and be worn in good taste.
- Docker-style, dress pants, Capri pants, joggers, leggings, shorts, skirts, dresses, jumpers;
- Skirts, shorts and dresses must be of an appropriate /acceptable length;
- Dresses must have collar
- Any Solid Color

Not Acceptable:
- Painter’s pants, overalls, jeans, sweatpants, pajama pants, mesh/gym shorts;
- Sheer, denim, and denim-like material;
- Chain-link and metal belts.

Footwear for Students
- Shoes with rubber or hard soles and sneakers.
- Dress sandals (must have strap along the heel/ankle area).
- Solid colored pantyhose or tights.

Not Acceptable:
- Flip-flops, Shower shoes, Bedroom slippers;
- Fishnet stockings